
Complete, accurate coding 
& auditing powered by AI
Protect your risk adjustment program performance with 
Apixio’s HCC Complete, a chart review solution that lets you  
look for supported net-new HCCs and confirm the accuracy  
of existing codes. 



The growing need to  
look both ways
Compliance has never been more important for 

retrospective risk adjustment programs. With mounting 

pressure from the CMS, OIG, DOJ, and other regulatory 

bodies to curb overpayments and fraudulent reporting, 

organizations that only review charts to find net-new  

HCCs are putting their programs at increasing audit risk. 

But reviewing charts to identify missing supported HCCs 

and coded HCCs lacking sufficient evidence is time-

consuming, costly, and unscalable. 

HCC Complete:  
AI-powered coding & audit
Apixio’s HCC Complete solution uses proven AI algorithms 

to support a comprehensive retrospective chart review 

experience for MA and ACA programs. Our technology 

identifies both missed coding opportunities and 

unsupported known codes and serves them up for review 

and QA in a straightforward workflow. As a result, risk 

adjustment teams can review more charts more efficiently, 

ensuring complete and accurate coding.

www.apixio.com

“ By using Apixio, we’re improving our auditing bandwidth and  
enhancing the ability of our coders to focus on other chart audits  
and projects we couldn’t do before.”
JoAnn Hayden, Supervisor of Quality Improvement Programs
SCRIPPS HEALTH PLAN SERVICES
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Benefits of looking both ways with AI

Proven technology.       
Reliable results.

Using HCC Complete for chart reviews,  
risk adjustment teams have seen a:

• 4-6X increase in coding & audit 
productivity

• 20% increase in coder accuracy

• 80% decrease in coding & audit time

HCC Complete is available as an application for 1st-pass reviews and an  
AI-assisted service for 1st-or 2nd-pass reviews. Learn more at apixio.com

Improved Coding & Auditing Accuracy. We serve up predicted evidence of supported and 

unsupported HCCs for review, helping reviewers accurately code member risk. 

Protection from Audit Risk. AI algorithms identify codes from claims and supplemental 

submissions that may lack sufficient evidence, putting your organization at audit risk. Potentially 

unsupported HCCs are routed for review in an efficient application to ensure providers, internal 

coders, and vendors are making defensible coding decisions.

More Efficient Coding and Auditing. Coders are pointed to specific pages with supporting evidence 

of net-new HCCs, and auditors are routed targeted charts with potential missing evidence for 

existing codes, drastically reducing review times. 

Optimized Coder Performance. Project tracking and management tools provide insight into your 

team’s coding and audit performance and full control over project assignments and workflows.

https://www.apixio.com
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AI analytics for risk and quality

Improving healthcare outcomes requires access to the  
right data at the right time. Apixio is advancing value- 
based care with data-driven intelligence and analytics.  
Our AI solutions for risk, quality, and clinical insights  
unlock actionable information from administrative data  
and unstructured clinical information. The results drive 
better clinical decision-making and a smarter approach  
to healthcare.
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